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Creative Evaluation Exercises

Creative evaluation using props, games and other set-ups to elicit feedback from 
participants as part of the workshop can be fun and can give you both immediate 
and longer-term feedback. You will need to invest a little time and preparation in 
advance to do such exercises, but they often save time and effort in the end.

It’s useful to have a camera to hand to record the fleeting moments where the exercises show results. 
This also means that you can use photos in any reports you, your collaborators or your funders are 
writing. Make sure you get photo permission if your photos show patricipants.

Here are some examples...

1. Spatial placing exercises

2. Post-its are your friend
Post-it notes (other brands are available) are extremely useful for feedback, and you can use 
different colours and different shapes for different things (though shapes are expensive).

Use sheets of flip-chart paper stuck to the wall with the names of different exercises on them. 
(note: you can get flipchart paper which is made up of a pad of giant Post-it notes.) Give the participants 
Post-it notes and ask them to go round the room and stick them on the sheets to indicate certain types 
of feedback.

a) Use the room

Ask the participants to move around the space 
to show what they think about the activity. 

E.g: “Those of you who really like this activity, 
go to that end of the room. Those of you who 
really don’t like this activity, go to the other 
end of the room. If you’re not sure, stay in 
the middle!”

You can then take a (literal and metaphorical) 
snap-shot of the response, and also asked 
questions.

E.g: “Why don’t you like it?” “What do you 
specifically like about it?”

b) Use a string, tape or roll of paper

Unroll a string or roll of paper on the floor. Use it 
as a sliding scale. You can mark it with numbers 
at intervals so that it become a giant rating scale. 
Ask the participants to place themselves along 
the scale in response to your questions.

E.g: “How confident do you feel about singing? 
One for not at all, ten for very confident. Find 
your place on the scale!”

You can repeat this exercise several times 
during a workshop, and show the impact of 
the workshop as it progresses. For example, 
someone might start off at a three and finish 
on a six – a big win!
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Example sheets:
a) Indicating enjoyment or otherwise – you can see very quickly what people like or disliked.

b) Giving actual comments – people can jot down a few words which gives valuable information. 
You can ask for ‘the three words that describe what you think’, or ‘one line to describe what you think’. 
In addition to limiting the effort the participants have to put it, this also makes them think before writing. 
(Note: you need bigger Post-its for this.)

You can play about with this a lot – using different shapes such as concentric circles (the closer to the 
middle, the more you liked it), etc. You may also want to use smaller sheets with little stickers, or ask 
people to write directly on the paper.

MAKING POTS MAKING MASKS MAKING COSTUMES

MAKING POTS

I LOVED IT

I LIKED IT

I DIDN’T MIND IT

I DIDN’T LIKE IT MUCH

I HATED IT

MAKING MASKS

I LOVED IT

I LIKED IT

I DIDN’T MIND IT

I DIDN’T LIKE IT MUCH

I HATED IT

MAKING COSTUMES

I LOVED IT

I LIKED IT

I DIDN’T MIND IT

I DIDN’T LIKE IT MUCH

I HATED IT
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3. Grafitti boards
You can be as elaborate or as simple as you like with this. The basics are...
- Provide a board, flipchart paper or card of some kind
- Provide pens, pencils, Post-its, other craft materials to enable people to leave their ideas 
 and impressions

You can do this BEFORE and AFTER 
the workshop – which works better 
for longer workshops – or do one per 
workshop for a series of workshops.  
You can see development of ideas 
and engagement. 

You can also ask a specific question 
on the board – for example, if you 
are using one at the start of a longer 
project, you can ask “What do you 
think about (artform)?” and the last one 
you can ask “What did you learn 
about (artform)?”

You can also use graffiti boards as part 
of the structure of your workshops. 

You can ask participants to draw or write things they are concerned about or interested in. Later you can 
get them to re-visit the board and see whether the things they’ve written or drawn have been addressed 
in some way and how. It’s a useful tool to evoke thought and reflection.

Another style of this kind of feedback is the What’s On Your Plate exercise. Hand out paper plates 
and craft materials and ask people to create a picture of what they’re thinking about and doing at 
the moment. 

You can also ask participants to draw a face to show how they are feeling at a particular moment.

4. Postcards
Here are two ways of using postcards in workshops. 

a) Reflection/call to action

This exercise is about following up workshops so that people reflect on what they’ve done 
and perhaps manage to do more.

-  Hand out blank postcards. Ask people to put their own address on the address side.

-  Use the other side to ask specific questions or list goals, e.g.:

 •  By next week I will… / By next month 
I will… /In six months’ time I will…

 •  Go to an art gallery/Draw a picture/Research an artist in the library
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b) Reflection/provoking thoughts

I keep a huge collection of postcards with interesting images on them. I have amassed them over a 
number of years and they include purchases, free gifts, greetings cards with the back cut off and images 
cut from magazines.

Spread them out on a large table 
and ask people to pick an image 
that particularly resonates with 
them. E.g., it might be the most 
beautiful image, the image that 
expresses their state of mind, the 
image that shows what they want 
to do or be in life, and so on. 

For adult training sessions, I often 
use this exercise to get adults to 
talk about their work, asking them 
to pick the image that represents 
how they feel about the work 
they do. 

Feedback on this can be in several ways:

-  Ask them to discuss the pictures in pairs or small groups (this is low-stress for people who find 
sharing difficult).

-  Use paper or Post-it notes and ask people to jot down their thoughts.

- Ask for feedback in a circle or large group (which can be a bit stressful for some people).
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